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Board Leadership Positions 
Announced
The MCIT Board of Directors unanimously 
re-elected during its Jan. 14 meeting the 
current slate of board officers to continue 
in those leadership positions through 2022.  

Sherburne County Commissioner Felix 
Schmiesing is the board chair, his fourth 
year in the role. Yellow Medicine County 
Commissioner Ron Antony and Stearns 
County Auditor Randy Schreifels return 
as the vice chair and secretary-treasurer, 
respectively, the second year for both. 

Schmiesing said, “Local governments do the 
critical work of serving our residents every 
day in our communities. MCIT’s partnership 
with Minnesota counties and associated 
governmental entities supports this mission 
of service to our communities. I look for-
ward to leading MCIT in this next year as we 
work to strengthen that partnership.”

Members Assigned 
to Committees
Chair Schmiesing appointed the following 
board members to committees for their 
2022 term: 

	� Audit Committee: Ben Grimsley, Becker County 
commissioner; Kirk Peysar, Aitkin County auditor; 
Schmiesing; and Schreifels
	� Claims Committee: Antony; Schmiesing; Schrei-

fels; and Don Wachal, Jackson County commis-
sioner (alternate)
	� Governance Committee: Antony; Kevin Corbid, 

Washington County administrator; Jack Swanson, 
Roseau County commissioner; and Marcia 

Ward, Winona County commissioner

	� Personnel Committee: Antony, Corbid, 
Schmiesing and Wachal

Board Meeting Schedule
Generally during 2022, the MCIT Board 
of Directors will continue to hold its 
regular meetings on the second Friday 
of the month. The agendas for coming 
board meetings are posted to MCIT.org 
under the About MCIT tab. The agenda is 
posted a week before each meeting. Ap-
proved board minutes are also posted on 
the website.

Members are encouraged to contact  
MCIT Executive Director Gerd Clabaugh  
(gclabaugh@mcit.org or 1.866.547.6516, 
ext. 6407) with questions regarding  
board or committee meetings or other 
board issues. 

Board Committees 
Focus on Specific 
Responsibilities
The MCIT Board of Directors 
has four committees that focus 
on particular issues facing the 
organization:

	� The Audit Committee meets 
with MCIT’s independent audit firm 
to discuss the annual audit process, 
reviews any issues of concern and 
previews the results of the annual 
audit prior to its presentation to 
the full MCIT board.
	� The Claims Committee considers 

information prepared by the claims 
handling team concerning pending 
claims and large losses; reviews 
litigation strategy; and meets with 
defense attorneys and/or staff 
to review claims, ratify defense 
strategy and authorize settlement 
as deemed appropriate.
	� The Governance Committee dis-

cusses modifications to MCIT’s cov-
erage document, bylaws and joint 
powers agreement when needed.
	� The Personnel Committee 

oversees MCIT’s personnel adminis-
tration, including issues related to 
employment, salary, benefits and 

personnel policies. 

Felix Schmiesing returns as MCIT board chair.
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MCIT Board of Directors: Felix Schmiesing–Chair, Commissioner, Sherburne County;  Ron Antony–Vice Chair, Commissioner, Yellow 
Medicine County; Randy Schreifels–Secretary-Treasurer, Auditor-Treasurer, Stearns County; Kevin Corbid, Administrator, Washington County; 
Ben Grimsley, Commissioner, Becker County; Kirk Peysar, Auditor, Aitkin County; Jack Swanson, Commissioner, Roseau County; Don Wachal, 
Commissioner, Jackson County; and Marcia Ward, Commissioner, Winona County.

MCIT Bulletin: The MCIT Bulletin is published by MCIT.  The articles and information contained in the Bulletin should not be construed as 
legal advice or coverage opinions about specific matters. The information contained should not be acted upon without professional advice. 
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The popular seminar “Manag-
ing the Human Resource” re-
turns April 6-7 in St. Cloud. The 
seminar provides a solid intro-
duction to the issues unique 
to managing employees in 
the public sector and provides 
risk management best prac-
tices that attendees can apply 
immediately.

The program is valuable for 
anyone whose job requires 
making employment and per-
sonnel decisions in the public 
sector, including department 
heads, directors, other supervi-
sors, commissioners, adminis-
trators/coordinators, attorneys, 
auditor/auditor-treasurers, 
highway engineers, sheriffs 
and SWCD district managers.

Topics Addressed
	� Hiring: job applications, complying 

with the Veterans Preference Act, 
interviewing, reference checks and 
conditional job offers
	� Employee orientation: initial training and 

periodic re-orientation
	� Laws related to personnel data (and how 

they can get employees in trouble): Minne-

‘MANAGING THE HUMAN RESOURCE’ 

Know, Control Risks of Employee Supervision

Seminar at a Glance
	� Dates: April 6-7, Holiday Inn, St. Cloud, Minn.
	� Times: 8:30 a.m., registration; April 6 program, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.;  

April 7 program, 9 a.m.-3 p.m. 
	� Fee: $110 per person for MCIT members, includes all materials, lunch 

and refreshments both days ($150 for nonmembers)*
	� Register: MCIT.org/training-calendar/
	� Questions about registration and payment: registration@mcit.org 

or 1.866.547.6516

sota Government Data Practices Act, records 
retention and electronic data, and the Driver’s 
Privacy Protection Act
	� Employer obligations and employee rights: 

Fair Labor Standards Act, Americans with Dis-
abilities Act and Human Rights Act

	� Questions about the program: contact Heather Larson-Blakestad at 
hblakestad@mcit.org or 1.866.547.6516, ext. 6430
	� COVID-19 protocols: Check the event page at MCIT.org for details. As 

public health circumstances change, COVID-19 safety protocols may be 
modified. Social distancing cannot be guaranteed at the seminar.
	� CLEs: MCIT will apply

*Cancellation Policy: Individuals registered for a seminar will not be billed for cancellations 
made at least one week prior to the first session (by March 30, 2022). Cancellations received 
after the deadline will be billed for the entire registration fee. 

	� Discipline, discharge and termi-
nation: due process for employees, 
disciplining for incompetence and 
misconduct, and how and when to 
discharge employees

Knowledgeable 
Presenters
Ann R. Goering and Erin Ben-
son, partners at Ratwik, Roszak 
& Maloney P.A., practice labor 
and employment law. Goer-
ing has represented numer-
ous public-sector entities in 
situations involving claims of 
discrimination, harassment and 
defamation. Benson frequently 
conducts investigations into 
employee misconduct and 
has defended public entities 
against a variety of claims in 
both state and federal court. 

Learn More
More details about “Manag-
ing the Human Resource” are 

posted to and registration is open for 
this event at MCIT.org/training-calendar/. 
This seminar historically fills quickly. 
Register early to secure a seat.*
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MCIT risk management consultants Paul Hajduk and Tom Sup-
pes will be meeting with county members in-person or virtual-
ly this year to assist them in understanding their property loss 
exposures and how to ensure adequate coverage should the 
county experience a property or auto physical damage loss.

The purpose of the discussion, titled “Protect Your Property: 
Make the Most of MCIT Coverage,” is to discuss key points of 
property, inland marine, electronic data processing and auto 
coverages and to review member schedules. This facilitates un-
derstanding how coverage functions and which items must be 
scheduled for coverage to apply, as well as making sure limits 
are adequate to cover exposures. 

The consultants also address equipment breakdown and cyber 
suite coverages. 

Counties should have the employees who are responsible for 
checking schedules, reviewing values and internally coordinat-
ing coverage changes attend this meeting, which may include 
individuals from these areas:

	� Administration
	� Sheriff’s office
	� Highway/public works
	� Solid waste
	� Information technology, specifically the person who maintains the 

county’s electronic data processing equipment inventory
	� Auditor’s office

Consultants to Meet with Counties
PROTECT YOUR PROPERTY: MAKE THE MOST OF MCIT COVERAGE

	� Building facilities/maintenance
	� Parks and/or planning and zoning

If the county covers the buildings at the fairgrounds, historical 
society or library, a representative from those organizations 
should also be invited.

Scheduling Meetings Now
Risk management consultants are reaching out to MCIT pri-
mary contacts to discuss and schedule this important meeting. 
MCIT continually looks for ways to support its members and 
assist them in managing risks and reducing losses. 

Members are encouraged to contact MCIT toll-free at 
1.866.547.6516 at any time for assistance with issues or topics 
that might expose them to the risk of loss.

Each member’s annual inventory 
of electronic data processing (EDP) 
equipment must be submitted to 
MCIT by April 30. The inventory of 
items that accept and manipulate 
data or are connected to a com-
puter system needs to include all 
EDP equipment that the member 
wants covered. 

MCIT does not accept separate de-
partment inventories. The member’s 
EDP equipment must be consolidated 
into a single inventory. 

Examples of EDP equipment are 
computers, tablets, smart phones, 
servers, monitors, network-connected 
printers and copiers, electronic voting 
equipment, 911/dispatch systems, 
800 megahertz equipment (ARMER 

Reminder: Submit 2022 EDP Inventory by April 30
radios), survey equipment, UPS (unin-
terruptible power supply) systems, and 
GPS and GIS systems.

Inventory vs. Schedule
Members are not required to schedule 
each piece of EDP equipment with MCIT 
for coverage to apply, which is different 
from property and automobile coverage. 

Rather, EDP coverage is provided to 
members on a blanket basis. This means 
that the member’s coverage limit and 
scope of items covered is determined by 
the total of all items on the EDP inven-
tory on file with MCIT. 

Providing Inventory
Members can turn in their 2022 EDP 
inventory to MCIT any time before April 

30. To submit the inventory, mem-
bers simply e-mail the document to 
memberservices@mcit.org or mail a 
copy to MCIT. A sample EDP inven-
tory spreadsheet is available at MCIT.
org/resource/.

Members are encouraged to update 
their EDP inventory throughout the 
year to ensure that the blanket limit 
of coverage accurately reflects their 
current EDP equipment and replace-
ment costs. Members should include 
installation expenses in the replace-
ment costs as applies. 

Questions can be directed to  
MCIT Underwriting Manager Gary 
Severson at gseverson@mcit.org or 
1.866.547.6516.

MCIT risk 
management 
consultants 
Tom Suppes 
and Paul 
Hajduk
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Although easy to overlook, the 
language of a government entity’s 
computer use policy regarding pri-
vacy and personal use by employees 
can be constitutionally significant 
and matter greatly in some circum-
stances. A public employer will 
likely be best served by having policy 
language that puts employees on 
notice that they have no reasonable 
expectation of privacy in the entity’s 
computer system, and that the entity 
reserves the authority to inspect and 
audit its networks and machines at its 
own discretion.

Privacy Law Considerations
Imagine that a manager has been 
hearing whispers from staff about a 
certain lead worker, Bill. The rumor is 
that Bill has been spending a great 
deal of work time on his employer-
provided computer sending and reading e-mails and prepar-
ing documents for a side business he is trying to start. 

Checking Bill’s computer would be a quick and logical way to 
either put the rumors to bed or find out if there is a problem. Is 
there anything to stop the manager from doing this?

The Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution 
might be a barrier. The Fourth Amendment is best known for 
the limits it sets on searches and seizures by police officers and 
deputies. But it also applies to other types of searches per-
formed by the government and provides protection in other 
contexts, including protecting employees against unreason-
able searches by their governmental employers.1 

An activity by an employer is a search, for Fourth Amendment 
purposes, if it intrudes on an employee’s reasonable expecta-
tion of privacy over the thing or place being examined.2 When 
this is the case, the Fourth Amendment requires the employer 
to have a reasonable basis for starting the search, and it 
prohibits the employer from making the search “excessively 
intrusive” in light of its purposes.3 

What if there is no reasonable expectation of privacy? Then the 
Fourth Amendment and its requirements do not apply.4

In the hypothetical situation, checking Bill’s computer would 
seem to be a straightforward way to deal with the issue pre-
sented. But would a judge agree that the “rumors” are enough, 
under the Fourth Amendment, to justify the search? Because 
being wrong can lead to liability, it is usually better to avoid 
this question than to answer it. 

Employee Privacy and Use of Work Computers
By William Everett and Anna Yunker, Everett Law LLC

An appropriate computer use policy helps a government 
employer do just that. A well-written policy enables appropri-
ate searches by putting employees on notice that they have 
no reasonable expectation of privacy in the computers and 
networks provided by their employers for work purposes. 

Cases Provide Useful Examples
Some examples from case law highlight the issues:

	� In United States v. Linder, the court held that a deputy United States mar-
shal did not have a reasonable expectation of privacy in communications 
and documents he sent through and stored on government networks. 
The policy included language stating: “Employees are reminded that 
there is no expectation of privacy in the use of government computers or 
computer systems.” It went on to advise: “To the extent that employees 
wish that their private activities remain private, they should avoid using 
departmental computer systems for such activities.”5 
	� In United States v. Thorn, the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals held that a 

government worker had no reasonable expectation of privacy when the 
policy warned employees of this and when the policy went on to notify 
employees that the agency reserved the right to access all of its computers 
to audit their use.6 
	� In Leventhal v. Knapek, an appellate court reached a different conclusion. 

The court held that a public employee had a reasonable expectation of 
privacy in part because there was no policy addressing this issue. There 
was also no evidence that the employer conducted routine checks of 
computers to put employees on notice that expecting privacy would be 
unreasonable.7 

In the Linder case, the employer went a couple of steps further 
to make sure employees could not claim privacy over what 
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they stored on and moved through government networks. The 
agency reminded employees with a log-in banner that there 
was no expectation of privacy, as well as conducted periodic, 
documented training on the policy.8 

Personal Use on Own Time
In Minnesota, some government entities allow employees to 
make limited personal use of their computer systems and tech-
nology, such as for accessing personal e-mail, Web browsing or 
social media outside of work time.9 

From a data practices perspective, data that an employee 
makes in their own private capacity that is unrelated to the 
business of government is not government data under the 
Minnesota Government Data Practices Act.10 But when an 
employer allows personal use of its systems, does it give rise to 
a reasonable expectation of privacy? 

Allowing limited personal use without offsetting policy lan-
guage could arguably lull employees into expecting privacy. 
For government entities, it is probably undesirable to allow 
employees to generate, send and store content on their 
networks that they cannot access without satisfying Fourth 
Amendment search standards—back to the situation with Bill. 

Policy language should make it clear that allowing limited 
personal use is not the same as granting privacy. The notice 
that the employer gave to employees in Linder would seem 
appropriate here: There is no expectation of privacy, and to 
the extent employees wish for their private activities to remain 
private, they should not be conducted on government-entity 
computer systems. 

Manage the Risk
As a best practice, a public employer should review its com-
puter use policy with legal counsel to ensure that it continues 
to meet the entity’s needs. Employers should also provide pe-
riodic training to employees about the policies to ensure that 
employees are aware of the limitations. Employees should be 
asked formally to acknowledge receipt and review of any new 
or revised policies, as well. 

1 Nat’l Treasury Emps. Union v. Von Raab, 489 U.S. 656, 665 (1989).
2 See Leventhal v. Knapek, 266 F.3d 64, 73 (2d Cir. 2001). 
3 O’Connor v. Ortega, 480 U.S. 709, 726 (1987) (plurality opinion); Leventhal, 266 F.3d at 73.
4 Leventhal, 266 F.3d at 73. 
5 No. 12 CR 22-1, 2012 WL 3264924, at *4, *8 (N.D. Ill. Aug. 9, 2012).
6  375 F.3d 679, 683 (8th Cir. 2004), judgment vacated, 543 U.S. 1112 (2005), judgment rein-

stated, 413 F.3d 820 (8th Cir. 2005).
7 See Leventhal, 266 F.3d at 74. 
8 Linder, 2012 WL 3264924, at *5.
9 See, e.g., Op. Minn. Comm’r Admin. 21-007, 2021 WL 6622491 (Nov. 29, 2021).
10 Id.

Open Meeting Law and 
Remote Attendance
Q: A board member participating in a board meeting 
from a remote location loses his or her video capabil-
ity. Audio continues to function. Does the remote board 
member continue to be considered present at the meet-
ing for purposes of determining a quorum and participat-
ing in all proceedings?

A: Section 13D.02 of the Minnesota Open Meeting Law 
allows a local government board member to be consid-
ered present at the meeting for purposes of determining 
a quorum and participating in all proceedings from a 
remote location via interactive technology when certain 
statutory conditions are met. Among these conditions is 
a requirement that all members of the body participat-
ing in the meeting, wherever their physical location, can 
hear and see one another and all discussion and testimony 
presented at any location at which at least one member 
is present. 

The statute also requires that members of the public pres-
ent at the regular meeting location of the body can hear 
and see all discussion, testimony and votes of all members 
of the body. 

If the remote board member does not have video, all 
conditions for meeting remotely are not met, and it may 
not be possible for the board member to be considered 
present at the meeting for purposes of determining a 
quorum and participating in all proceedings from a re-
mote location.

The analysis may be different if the board is currently 
meeting under Section 13D.021 because it determined 
that an in-person meeting or a meeting under Section 
13D.02 was not practical or prudent due to a health 
pandemic or an emergency declared under Chapter 12. 
Under Section 13D.021, the conditions only require that 
the members of the body, wherever their location, and the 
members of the public at the regular meeting location be 
able to hear all discussion, testimony and votes. There is 
no requirement for video. 

See “Meeting Remotely Under Open Meeting Law” at MCIT.
org for more details. Members should consult with their 
own legal counsel regarding how the statutes apply to a 
specific situation.
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During the recent surge in COVID-19 cases, many members 
began submitting home COVID-19 test results as part of the 
workers’ compensation claim. Unlike with health care provider 
administered tests that include patient verification, home tests 
do not. To ensure claim integrity, MCIT asks that members 
provide appropriate identification of employees along with 
home test results. Submitting this data securely is essential for 
protecting individuals’ privacy.

Typically members provide a photograph of the COVID-19 test 
result that includes within the same picture some form of iden-
tification for the submitting employee, e.g., an employee ID 
badge with the employee’s picture and name, driver’s license, 
government identification card or the like. This identification 
likely includes private data.

When a member initially submits a claim through the MCIT 
member portal, the information is digitally encrypted and 
secure. However, if material is submitted following the ini-
tial incident report or outside of the member portal, it is the 
member’s responsibility to ensure the security of the personal 
or sensitive information.

Security and E-mail
Sending sensitive data to MCIT or another authorized re-
cipient via regular e-mail greatly increases the risk of a data 
compromise or breach. To ensure the safe electronic transfer 
of sensitive data, MCIT recommends that members encrypt 
e-mail messages and attachments. This may involve using an 
outside service. Encryption alters data to make it unusable to 
unauthorized persons. 

Safeguard Employees’ Private Information
Secure e-mail should be used whenever an organization 
sends sensitive data to others. Examples of when to use se-
cure e-mail include: 

	� Data classified as private or nonpublic under the Minnesota Government 
Data Practices Act (see “Minnesota Government Data Practices Act, an 
Introduction” at MCIT.org/resource/). 
	� Any payment card industry or other banking information that could be 

used to make fraudulent purchases or facilitate identity theft. 
	� Personally identifiable information, such as names, Social Security num-

bers, and date and place of birth. 
	� Other information deemed sensitive by the organization. 

The process to use secure e-mail varies depending on the ven-
dor or software. Regardless of which system is chosen, retriev-
ing encrypted messages almost always requires the recipient 
to log in to a website to access the message. 

Train Staff about Private Data and Secure E-mail
Public entities must handle and protect private data as set 
forth by the Minnesota Government Data Practices Act 
(MGDPA). Failure to follow those requirements can result in 
violations of the MGDPA and lawsuits against the public entity 
brought by individuals or entities whose data was compro-
mised or improperly disclosed. 

Members should train staff about the necessity of protect-
ing private data, as well as when, how and why to send and 
receive secure e-mail. Repeating this training periodically also 
serves as a regular reminder of the importance of protecting 
this information.
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Life’s stressors and outside influences 
may affect an employee’s personal life. 
Anxiety, stress, chemical dependency, 
relationships, loss and grief can carry 
over into the workplace and influence 
performance. Both employees and 
employers can benefit when qualified 
counselors are available to assist. The 
Employee Assistance Program offered 
through MCIT provides access to sup-
portive and experienced counselors in 
convenient locations for all member 
employees, officials and their depen-
dents at no cost. 

Since 1996, MCIT has partnered with 
Sand Creek, a service provider located 
in Stillwater, Minn., to connect mem-
ber employees with its network of 
more than 500 professional counselors 
across the state. Employees can con-
nect with an EAP counselor by calling 
1.800.550.6248.

Core Tenets of the EAP
Three components are central to the 
EAP’s effectiveness:

1. No-cost: Employees, officials and their 
dependents can reach out for help without 
the added pressure of figuring out how to pay 
for it. MCIT increased the number of avail-
able counseling sessions from four to six for 
each identified issue in late 2020, recognizing 
the broad impact the pandemic is having on 
member employees.

2. Voluntary: The 
employee or elected 
official decides when 
to use the program. 
The EAP is not to be 
used as a performance tool by the employer.

3. Confidential: An individual’s use of the EAP 
and his or her reasons for doing so are not 
shared with the employer. Only the employee 
knows that he or she has called for assistance. 

Flexible Options
Individuals have great flexibility in de-
ciding where and how to connect with a 
counselor. In response to the pandemic 
and increased demand for mental 

EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

Help Is Just a Call Away
health services in gen-
eral, more counselors 
offer virtual meetings 
or phone consultations, 
which can accommo-
date quicker scheduling.

If an in-person meeting 
is preferred, consid-
eration can be given 
to the location. This 
can provide greater 
privacy and anonymity 
when that is important. 
However, the pandemic 
has resulted in fewer 
counselors offering in-
person sessions, creat-
ing longer waiting times 
to set appointments.

Demand Increases for Services
Contrary to what one might expect, EAP 
utilization decreased in the early stages 
of the pandemic largely because people 
were focused on coping and adapting 
to something formidable and new, e.g., 
making the transition to a work-from-
home environment, children learning 
from home, maintaining personal and 
family health and potential income loss.

Although anxiety and stress grew, the 
focus for many was not on themselves 

but on others as 
the pressures of 
the pandemic bore 
down. As the pan-
demic continued 
into its second year, 

EAP utilization grew considerably.

Sand Creek is not immune to the impact 
of the pandemic and the general reduc-
tion in workforce that has been expe-
rienced across the country. Counselors 
are responding to these pressures and 
are working hard to provide safe and 
effective methods to deliver services 
while maintaining the health and safety 
of professional teams when work flex-
ibility and retirements are favored. 

These factors, coupled with the increase 
in demand, has caused some delays in 
scheduling time with a counselor. The 
Sand Creek staff is committed to help-
ing individuals secure initial counseling 
sessions in a preferred location and 
format, but in the current climate, flex-
ibility and patience help the process. 

Program Responds to 
Changing Needs
The EAP has expanded as MCIT and its 
membership has grown and matured. 
Over the years, the flagship counseling 
sessions have been complimented with 
additional services, including: 

	� 24-hour coaching for supervisors.
	� Counseling programs focused on addressing 

the unique stressors faced by law enforcement 
personnel and public officials (CONFIDE).
	� Facilitating EAP representation at member 

health fairs. 

MCIT proudly offers this valuable service 
along with an array of materials to help 
members promote it to employees. 
Members are encouraged to visit MCIT.
org for more information or to contact 
Steve Nelson at snelson@mcit.org or 
1.866.547.6516, ext. 6411 with questions.

Promote the EAP with no-cost 
materials available at MCIT.org/
employee-assistance-program/.
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March 11, MCIT Building, St. Paul: 
9 a.m., Board of Directors  
1 p.m., Claims Committee

April 7, MCIT Building, St. Paul: 
TBD, Board Work Session

April 8, MCIT Building, St. Paul:  
TBD, Board Work Session continues  
TBD, Board of Directors  
TBD, Claims Committee

The recording of the 2022 MCIT 
Coverage Update webinar is avail-
able for viewing on demand at MCIT.
org/coverage-reviews/. Members are 
encouraged to view this to learn 
about coverage clarifications effec-
tive this year, as well as key features 
of coverage. 

A copy of the Coverage Review 
booklet and slides are available for 
download from the website. Members 
may find it helpful to have a copy 
of the booklet, slides and Coverage 
Document with them while viewing 
the update.

Return 
Acknowledgement Form
The primary contact or designee for 
each county member must sign and 
return a form to MCIT acknowledg-
ing he or she has attended or viewed 
the coverage update and that MCIT 

Stream 2022 Coverage Update Videos Offer In-depth 
Review of Coverage
For those who are new to work-
ing with MCIT, MCIT provides a full 
discussion of all coverages through 
a series of on-demand videos avail-
able at MCIT.org/coverage-reviews/. 
The series addresses:

	� All property coverages (including condi-
tions and exclusions)
	� All liability coverages (including condi-

tions and exclusions)
	� All auto coverages
	� Drone endorsement
	� Cyber suite coverage
	� Land use defense endorsement
	� Workers’ compensation
	� Employee dishonesty and faithful perfor-

mance of duty bond
	� Submitting claims

has provided opportunities to learn 
about coverage. 

MCIT encourages members to have 
anyone who deals with MCIT coverage 
watch the recording of the update.

Videos for SWCDs, 
Agricultural Societies
MCIT suggests that soil and water con-
servation district and agricultural soci-
ety board members and managers view 
the 2022 video specifically designed for 
their type of organization. These include 
coverage information that is tailored 
to the particular exposures of these 
organizations and are suited for those 
who deal with MCIT coverage. They also 
include details about coverage clarifica-
tions for 2022.

Ask MCIT
After watching the coverage video, 
members may address questions to 

their MCIT risk management consul-
tant toll-free at 1.866.547.6516.


